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Vocabulary Exercises 

A)-Choose the most suitable answers from a, b, c and d : 

  1- Patients should ask for doctors           …………when they are really sick. 

a) jury b) consultations c) welfare d) Violence 

2-The last exam results…… that the students faced difficulty in listening. 

a) donated b) deserved c) proved d) erode 

3-The family law is concerned with family relationship such as marriage and 

the………of children. 

a)jury b) expectations c) welfare d) Violence 

 4-  Every Muslim should know that ……………… is not allowed in Islam. 

a)  famine      b) property c) equator d) adoption 

 5- Individual .............. …………..and rights are protected by the Kuwaiti law. 

        a) violence             b) boom          c) property         d)adopti0 

6-good citizen should be aware of his………………….rights 

a) tolerant b) consultative c ) legal d) violen 

 7- The authorities of a country include their judges as a whole. 

a) penalty b) judiciary c) property d) violence 

  8 - If you have an evidence, you can easily ................................. your innocence. 

a) prove b) enforce c) govern d) define 

   9- The jury has to decide whether the suspect is ............................ or innocent. 

a) tolerant b)guilty c)invisible d)violent 

10- The United Nations Security Council can……….sanctions to guarantee world peace. 

a) govern b) enforce c) define d) adopt 
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11- People from different countries came to work during the economic ……. 

a-boom b- annoyance c-refuge d- administration 

 12- The economic situation……….……..exerting more efforts to increase the national 

income. 

           a) deteriorates        b) defines   c) proves         d) necessitates 

 13-Teachers are………………..people because of their stressful job. 

         a) kind b) foreign c) generous d) hard-pressed 

  14- There were reports of refugees dying of ………….………………. . 

             a) tolerance b) adoption c) boom d) famine 

  15- A wise politician tries to… ........................ peaceful solutions for political problems. 

a ) decimate b) complicate c) seek d) defend 

 16-My brother can't ..................... a new car because he doesn't have much money. 

              a) deteriorate b) emigrate        c) decimate d) afford 

 17-Ahmed became very………………. when we couldn't win the cup. 

a) disgruntled b) mass c) meticulous d) periodic 

 18-The stream had cut a deep ........................................... in the rock. 

a) migration b) boom c) migrant d)rift 

 
Grammar 

 {Present Perfect simple & continuous/Comparative& Contrastive Connectors / 

Nouns &Adjectives} 

A)-Choose the most suitable answers from a, b, c and d : 

1- It………………… ................. all week. The streets are so wet. 

a- have been raining b- had rained c- raining d-has been raining 

2-My brother……………his driving test, so he can borrow my car to go to school. 

a-pass b- has passed c-passes d- will have passed 

 3-My uncle has been working for the same company .................... last year. 

               a-since b- for c-yet d- ago 

4-Some people prefer to travel by bus ....................................travelling by air. 

a- but b- whereas c- instead of d- in comparison with 
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5 .................................. the countryside, the city is much busier. 

a- In comparison with b- Whereas c- Instead of d- Although 

6 - I did not have any money because I ................................................. my wallet.  

        a) had lost            b) has been losing        c) loose             d) has lost 
7-What are the advantages of this digital camera ...............................the old one? 

    a- in comparison with       b- whereas      c- instead of       d-on the other hand 

8-I like travelling aboard Kuwait Airways since it’s the……….. .air flight company in 

the Gulf. 

a-wonderful      b-more wonderful      c-most wonderful        d-less wonderful 

9- Knowledge can be learned from books… .................. skills can be acquired from 

experience. 

a- instead of b- whereas     c- with the result that  d-although 

10 ..................................... spending money repairing my old car, I bought a new one. 

a- Instead of b- Whereas c-In comparison with d-Although 

11-Hasan felt perturbed because he…………………………… before. 

a) had never flown b) had been flown c) flew        d) have never flown 

12-My grandfather ......................... a PHD in English by the age of 40. 

a) obtains     b) had 0btained    c) obtaining         d) will obtain 

13-Failaka is a very ……… holiday destination. Let’s spend the whole week end there. 

a) desires b) desiring c) desired d) desirable 

14-Do you know that …………..wars are more dangerous than other kinds of wars  

a) civilian b) civility c) civil d) civilization 

 

 

Writing (40 Marks) -III 

“Leaving one`s home land and settling in other lands has become a dream for 

most people nowadays. However, it is not always advantageous. Plan and write 

a report of (6) sentences discussing the reasons for people`s migration and 

the bad effects that may happen to the countries they migrated to and 

from. 
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Write your topic here 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Model answer 

Vocabulary Exercises 

A)-Choose the most suitable answers from a, b, c and d : 

  1- Patients should ask for doctors` ..................... …………when they are really sick. 

a) jury b) consultations c) welfare d) Violence 

2-The last exam results…… that the students faced difficulty in listening. 

a) donated b) deserved c) proved d) erode 

3-The family law is concerned with family relationship such as marriage and 

the………………of children.  

a)jury b) expectations c) welfare d) Violence 

4-  Every Muslim should know that ……………… is not allowed in Islam. 
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a)  famine      b) property c) equator d) adoption 

 5- Individual .............. and rights are protected by the Kuwaiti law. 

a) violence b) boom c) property      d)adoption 

6-good citizen should be aware of his…………………….. rights 

a) tolerant b) consultative c ) legal d) violent 

 7- The authorities of a country include their judges as a whole. 

a) penalty b) judiciary c) property d) violence 

 8 - If you have an evidence, you can easily .................................. your innocence. 

a) prove b) enforce c) govern d) define 

 9- The jury has to decide whether the suspect is .............................. or innocent. 

a) tolerant b)guilty c)invisible d)violent 

10- The United Nations Security Council can… .................. sanctions to guarantee world 

peace. 

a) govern b) enforce c) define d) adopt 

 11- People from different countries came to work during the economic ……. 

a-boom b- annoyance c-refuge d- administration 

12- The economic situation…………exerting more efforts to increase the national income. 

           a) deteriorates        b) defines   c) proves  d) necessitates 

          

13-Teachers are ......................................... people because of their stressful job. 

         a) kind b) foreign c) generous d) hard-pressed 

 14- There were reports of refugees dying of ………….………………. . 

             a) tolerance b) adoption c) boom d) famine 

 15- A wise politician tries to… ......................... peaceful solutions for political problems. 

a ) decimate b) complicate c) seek d) defend 

16-My brother can't ...................... a new car because he doesn't have much money. 

              a) deteriorate b) emigrate        c) decimate d) afford 

17-Ahmed became very………………. when we couldn't win the cup. 

a) disgruntled b) mass c) meticulous d) periodic 

18-The stream had cut a deep ............................................ in the rock. 
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a) migration b) boom c) migrant d)rift 

Grammar 

 {Present Perfect simple & continuous/Comparative& Contrastive Connectors 

/ Nouns &Adjectives} 

A)-Choose the most suitable answers from a, b, c and d : 

1- It………………… ............... all week. The streets are so wet. 

a- have been raining b- had rained c- raining d-has been raining 

2-My brother ............................... his driving test, so he can borrow my car to go to 

school. 

a-pass b- has passed c-passes d- will have passed 

  3-My uncle has been working for the same company ................... last year. 

               a-since b- for c-yet d- ago  

4-Some people prefer to travel by bus……………………travelling by air. 

a- but b- whereas    c- In comparison with d- instead of    

5-What are the advantages of this digital camera………………. the old one? 

a- in comparison with b- whereas c- instead of d- on the other hand 

5 .................................. the countryside, the city is much busier. 

a- In comparison with b- Whereas c- Instead of d- Although 

6 - I did not have any money because I ................................................. my wallet.  

        a) had lost            b) has been losing        c) loose             d) has lost 
7-What are the advantages of this digital camera ...............................the old one? 

a- in comparison with b- whereas c- instead of d-on the other hand 

8-I like travelling aboard Kuwait Airways since it’s the……….. .air flight company in 

the Gulf. 

a-wonderful      b-more wonderful      c-most wonderful        d-less wonderful 

9- Knowledge can be learned from books… .................. skills can be acquired from 

experience. 

a- instead of b- whereas     c- with the result that  d-although 

10 ..................................... spending money repairing my old car, I bought a new one. 

a- Instead of b- Whereas c-In comparison with d-Although 
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11-Hasan felt perturbed because he……………………………before. 

a) had never flown b) had been flown c) flew        d) have never flown 

12-My grandfather ......................... a PHD in English by the age of 40. 

a) obtains     b) had obtained    c) obtaining         d) will obtain 

13-Failaka is a very ……… holiday destination. Let’s spend the whole week end there. 

a) desires b) desiring c) desired d) desirable 

14-Do you know that …………..wars are more dangerous than other kinds of wars  

a) civilian b) civility c) civil d) civilization 
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